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A model for the growth of pathogenic bacteria called Brucella Abortus is 
constructed. By the technique of quasilinearization, we find the approximate 
analytical solutions to the model. The stability criteria of the system are also 
discussed. c 1990 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTR~DucTI~N 
In this paper we study the growth of populations of microorganisms, 
Brucella Abortus [l]. This pathogenic bacterium is modeled by a system 
of two first-order non-linear differential equations; one is an integro- 
differential equation and the other is a scalar Riccati differential equation 
(the model is discussed in Section 2). 
Quasilinearization is the technique with which to obtain a representation 
for the unique positive solution in terms of the maximum operation. In 
view of the non-linear nature of the equations we first find an approximate 
analytic solution for the integrodifferential equation, and for the Riccati 
equation, we employ the method of quasilinearization to obtain an analytic 
expression in terms of maximum operation. The nature of convergence is 
also discussed. Prior to our discussion via quasilinearization we refer to the 
solution of the first-order linear equation 
$-mw = g(t), w(0) = c. (1.1) 
Multiplying both sides by the function e-fhf(s)ds we obtain 
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Integrating we get the solution of (1.1) by the expression 
In place of this cumbersome formula we write 
w(t) = r(.#; g). (I.31 
where T(f. g) is a linear inhomogeneous operation of g and this has the 
property that 
ifgl(t)3g,(t)fort>Othen T(f,g,)3T(f,g2)fort20. (1.4) 
2. THE MODEL 
Brucella Abortus is a pathogenic bacterium. In man it causes the disease 
called Brucellosis or undulant fever. In cattle it causes abortion. When this 
bacterium is grown on an agar medium, it forms a colony of smooth out- 
line. The cells which constitute this medium are called S-cells. Mutations 
occur during the growth and hence rough or wrinkled colonies will form 
due to the cells called R-cells. By the time a stationary population size is 
attained, the nutreient medium is inoculated with cells containing a 
majority of R-cells. 
The decline of S-cells coincides with the appearance of alanine, manu- 
factured by S-cells, which kills S-cells but does not affect the growth of 
R-cells. 
Let S and R denote the number of smooth and rough colony-forming 
cells, respectively, and A denote the amount of alanine present in the 
medium at time t. If both S- and R-cells do not interfere, they obey the 
logistic growth law. Because of the alanine production, S-cells die out at a 
rate proportional to AS. Furthermore R-cells arise originally by mutation 
from S-cells so that the production of R-cells is proportional to S. Here we 
neglect the effect of back mutations on the growth of S-cells. Assume that 
alanine is produced at a rate which is proportional to S. Then the growth 
equations are given by 
dS 
z=KIS-fi,S’-xAS 
dR 
z=KzR-fl,R2-pS ( 2.2 ) 
dA 
z=ps, 
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where K,, K,, pi, p2, a, p, and p are constants. The initial condition is 
(S, R, A)(O) = (S,, 0, 0). 
3. SOLUTION OF THE MODEL 
We eliminate A from Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) by integrating (2.3 ) and 
substituting it in (2.1). 
Thus the equations become 
where a, = CYP. 
dS 
;i;=K,S-~,S2-or,Sj~S(p)dp 
dR 
dt=K2R-j32R2+pS, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
We first solve (3.1) and then by substituting the value of S in (3.2), we 
get a scalar Riccati equation. To solve (3.1) define Z(f) = fh S(p) dp; then 
dZ 
x=S(t). (3.3 ) 
Thus (3.1) becomes 
d2Z 
dii=K,$-fl, -a,Z$. 
Multiplying both sides by ePlz we get 
Integrating between 0 and t we obtain 
dZ 
z= 
where 
(3.4) 
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Now expanding e -OIZ up to (n + 1) terms. we have 
dZ 
--puI+uzz+u~z~+ ‘.‘+u,,z”=f(Z), (3.5) 
where a,‘~ are constants in terms of K, , ,G, , and in,. By solving this equatton 
and then applying the initial condition (dZ!dt )f= ,, = S,,, we get 
Z(t)= Q(f). 
Thus from (3.3 ) 
Substituting this s(t) in (3.2) we get 
dR 
z=KzR-p,R’+pQ,(t) 
R(0) = 0. (3.6) 
This is a scalar Riccati equation. Now we give the analytic expression for 
the solution of Eq. (3.6) by the quasilinearization method in terms of a 
maximum operation. 
Suppose U(t) is a fixed function of t; then we have the inequality R’ > 
2UR - U’ for all U, with equality only if R = U. Hence 
R’=Max(2UR- C”). 
I’ 
(3.7) 
Replacing R’ in (3.6) by its equivalent expression (3.7) we get 
dR 
-=KK,R--&Max(2UR-U’)+pQ,(f) 
At c 
= -Max(2fi,UR-B,U’)+K,R+pQ,(t) 
L, 
=Min(fi1U’-2fiZUR)+K,R+pQ,(t). 
L’ 
The companion equation is 
dW 
dt=~JJ-2&UW+ K, W+pQ,(t) 
R(0) = W(0) = 0. (3.9) 
(3.8) 
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Equation (3.8) is equivalent to 
or 
$=BJJ-2pJJR+K2R+pQ(t)-r(t), (3.10) 
where y(t) 2 0 for t 3 0. In fact v(t) depends on U and R. 
Thus the solution to (3.10), by analogy of (l.l)-( 1.3) is given by 
R(t)=T(-2a,U+K2,82U2+~Ql(t)--T(f)) 
Q T( -28, U+ Kz, 82 U’ + pQ,(t,, 
= w. 
Since this inequality holds for all U(t), with the equality for U(t) = R(t), we 
have 
R(t)=MjnT(-2/12U+K2,~,U2+pQ,(t)) 
R(0) = 0. 
That is, 
R(t) = M$/’ elic-2,R2U’r)+K2’dr( & U’(s) + pQl(s)) ds. (3.11) 
0 
From this representation we obtain upper bounds for R(t) by appropriate 
choice of U(t). To find the approximate solution to R(t), we take U(t) = 
R(0) =0 and calculate R(t) by (3.11), and call this R,(t). As a measure of 
second approximation we take R,(t) as U(t) and calculate R,(t). By 
repeating this procedure we get the (n + 1)th approximation as 
and we have a sequence 
R,>R,> +..R,>R,,,,> . . . . 
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We observe that from (3.6) 
dR 
x=KzR-&R’+pQ,(r) 
Hence using the property (1.4) we get R d R,, for all n. 
4. STABILITY ANALYSIS 
The equilibrium states of (3.1) and (3.2) are determined by the condi- 
tions 
K,-/I,&r, fS(y)dp =0 
I 
(4.1 1 
0 
K,R-/lrR’+pS=O. (4.2 b 
To satisfy the first equation there are two possibilities; S= 0 or the 
quantity in the square bracket must vanish. Since S is non-negative. the 
integral will increase with time so that there is no fixed value of S that 
makes the quantity vanish. Thus the latter possibility does not hold. 
Therefore the only solution to Eq. (4.1) is S= 0. Considering Eq. (4.2) 
there are two roots of this equation, R = 0 and R = KJfl,. Hence there are 
two stationary points, (S, R) = (0,O) and (S, R) = (0, K2/j3*). Denote the 
stationary point as (S,, R,). 
Expanding the right-hand side of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), and denoting 
them as f,(S, R), fi(S, R) in Taylor’s expansion about (S,., R,), we have 
f,CS RI = fits,, R,) + (S-s,) (““5 R’),s_,,. 
R =d, 
+(R-R.,)(S’l~R’),s=,s~ + ... 
R = R,. 
.fdS, R) = f,(S,, R,) + (S-S,,) (“;;?; “‘> 
c=s 
R = i 
’ +(R-R.,l((i’2~R’)s_,s, + ‘.’ 
R = R, 
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Neglecting the higher-order terms, we consider the behaviour of S and 
R when they suffer a small displacement away from their equilibrium point. 
Taking (S,, R,) = (0, 0), Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) become 
Because K,, K, are positive, S and R grow exponentially away from 
(0,O). Thus the equilibrium point (0,O) is unstable. 
When (S,, R,) = (0, K2/bZ), (3.1) and (3.2) become 
ds=KS dR G 
dt I’ -iii- 
- -K,R+pSp2. 
By solving these equations we can say that the equilibrium point 
(0, K2/P2) is stable. 
5. DISCUSSION 
In this paper we study the theory for the Kinetic behaviour of S- and 
R-cells interaction. It is shown that the system has two equilibrium points, 
one being stable and the other being unstable. Fairly good approximate 
solutions are constructed by assuming that S-cells generate alanine and 
R-cells, and the alanine does not affect the growth of R-cells. From 
Eq. (3.4) we observe that if more terms are taken in the expansion of ePBlz 
we can obtain more approximate solutions to S. 
The stability of the system is guaranteed when S, =0 and R, = K2/fiz 
which is quite natural since when S-cells completely die out there will be 
KJB, R-cells. 
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